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CHAPTER I

1. Statement of the Problem

In attempting to teach logic to college students one is struck

with their naive attitude toward exact thinking. To many of

them to determine the exact meaning of a statement seems to

be a thoroughly new task. They feel that a hazy notion of the

content of the proposition is all that could be demanded of

them. Many of them are not only ignorant of any guides to

thinking but are unconscious of a need for exact and careful

thinking. Woodworth^^ says, "The reasoner needs a clear and
steady eye in order to see the conclusion that is implicated in

the premises. Without this he falls into confusion and fallacy

or fails, with the premises both before him, to get the conclu-

sion. The 'clear and steady mental eye' in less figurative

language means the ability to check hasty responses to either

premise alone or to the extraneous features of the situation

so as to insure that unitary response to the combination of

premises which constitutes the perceptive act of influence."

There are many college students who possess this "clear and
steady mental eye" only on occasions and are very easily dis-

tracted by "extraneous features of the situation." Unfor-
tunately the college student is not alone in this characteristic

but shares it with the rest of humanity.

A college class in logic seems to divide itself very soon into

two groups, those who seize on the material given at once and
in a few hours understand everything that it takes weeks for

the other group to assimilate, if it ever does assimilate them.

This second group seems to understand principles fairly well

as long as they are applied to facts within their experience, but

seems unable to apply any principles as soon as the material

is unfamiliar or symbolic. For instance, they see clearly that

if you have the proposition, "All horses are animals," you can-

not logically deduce from that the proposition that, "All ani-

mals are horses" ; but whenever the proposition is, "All x's are

y's," they feel sure that this necessarily implies, "All y's are

x's." Many of the members of this second group stand above
the median in most of their classes. Some of them have un-
usual verbal facility. One student who failed to make a pass-
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ing grade in a logic course won an intercollegiate debate. She
was eloquent and was an adept at arousing the emotion of

her hearers. The judges were but human. These vague ques-

tions and impressions were crystalized into the following

problems.

1. The main problem was to determine to what extent
ability to do formal syllogistic reasoning is affected by changing
the material reasoned about. Does ability to do this sort of
reasoning when the terms are concrete familiar material mean
necessarily equal ability when the terms are symbols or long
unfamiliar words? How much, if any, will this ability be
affected by making the material deliberately distracting or
suggestive ?

2. If ability to do formal syllogistic reasoning in familiar
material is not identical with ability to do this sort of reason-
ing with other material, which of these abilities will have the
closest relationship to general intelligence as measured by
an intelligence test?

3. Which sorts of fallacies will be most dii!icult in different

types of material?
4. Which fallacies will have most value in determining

success in a syllogism test of this kind?
5. Success in which fallacies will have the highest correla-

tion with success in a test for general intelligence?

Thorndike^^ reports* an experiment on the effect of changed

data on reasoning. He had 97 graduate students solve a

series of nine simple problems in algebra, the problems being

expressed in the usual way and then changed to a less usual

expression. The amount of change varied. He concludes that

"any disturbance whatsoever in the concrete particulars rea-

soned about will interfere somewhat with the reasoning, mak-
ing it less correct or slower or both." He cites these results

as indicating the importance of habit in reasoning, and de-

fines reasoning as the organization and cooperation of habits.

Bailor- in a recent study gives data on the effect of con-

tent and form in tests of intelligence. His data did not allow

of a determination of the effect of changed content on diffi-

culty but yield correlations between standings in groups of

tests where the form is the same and the content varied. He
defines form as the objective mold in which the test is cast;

the objective arrangement in which the problem is presented;

for example, completion tests, analogies tests. Content he

defines as kinds of data which will be limited generally to three

' The references are found on page 79.
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types: (1) verbal, (2) numerical, and (3) spatial. The orig-

inal data for this study were abtained by Thorndike in his

study of Mental Discipline in High School Studies, Batteries

of varied tests were given to 1039 school children and were

repeated after a year's interval. Bailor grouped the tests

according as they were (1) word-meaning or verbal tests,

(2) tests primarily of numerical relations and (3) tests of

spatial or geometric relations. The mean reliability coeffi-

cients for these groups ranged from .608 to .766. The mean
intercorrelations were (1) words and (2) numbers, .5604;

(2) numbers and (3) space, .508; (3) space and (1) words,

.46. He also separated out all the tests of one particular form,

such as analogies tests and computed the correlation between

standings in grammatical analogies, spatial analogies and

verbal analogies. These mean coefficients ranged from .33

to .39 and the mean reliability coefficients ranged from .484

to .656. In generalization tests he found a mean correlation

of .213 between verbal and numerical material where the

mean reliability coefficient for the verbal material was .5068

and for the numerical .24. In completion tests he found a cor-

relation of .149 between verbal and numerical material. For

a group of 184 cases he gives correlations between the Terman
Group Intelligence Test and the respective content groups.

The "words" group had a correlation of .728 with the Terman,

the "numbers" group a correlation of .604 and the "space"

group a correlation of .59, the "words" group apparently mea-

suring mxore nearly than the other groups whatever is mea-

sured by the intelligence test. Bailor concludes that the

correlations throughout are positive, and that differences in

the relative standings of pupils occur when they are given

tests having differences either in form or content.

The present study relates itself more nearly to the Thorn-

dike" study of the effect of changed data on reasoning than to

this study of Bailor's, in that one particular type of test is used,

and the change in difficulty caused by change of material is

studied as well as change in relative standing. In this study

the form is kept more exactly constant as the material is

changed. Each item has its counterpart in form in all parts

of the test.
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2. Preliminary Experimentation

The first work was done at Carnegie Institute of Technology

where the first arrangement of the syllogism test was given

to 163 second year students of the Margaret Morrison School,

the School of Industries, and the School of Engineering. The

form of the test then used consisted of 128 items, each item

consisting of two premises and a conclusion, or, in a few cases,

of one proposition with a conclusion deduced therefrom.

Thirty-two of these items were expressed in familiar material,

thirty-two in symbolic terms (a's and b's or x's and y's),

thirty-two in unfamiliar material (long and unfamiliar

words), and thirty-two in what might be called suggestive

material (familiar and concrete terms with the meaning de-

signed to be misleading). The items of different material

were arranged in apparently random order. On each page

of the test, the first, fifth, and ninth items were of familiar

material ; the second, eighth, and tenth were of symbolic mate-

rial ; the third, sixth, and eleventh were of unfamiliar material

;

and the fourth, seventh, and twelfth were of suggestive ma-

terial. The subjects were allowed to work on the test for

forty-five minutes, exclusive of the time taken in reading

directions. The different material was scored separately

with the follovdng results in mean score. The score was per

cent right of those attempted.

School
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The scores on the syllogism test were also correlated with

scores on the Thurstone Tests for Engineering Students in the

case of 95 Sophomores of the School of Industries and the

School of Engineering. The coefficients of correlation are

given in the following table. The blank spaces in this table

indicate that the scatter diagram showed no signs of relation-

ship and no coefficient was computed.
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The correlations between the syllogism tests and the Thur-

stone Tests for Engineers also vary considerably. A definite

positive relationship is shown between the syllogism tests and

Tests I, IV, and V—Arithmetic, Intelligence, and Physics.

They show very little relationship between the syllogism tests

and Tests II and VI—Algebra and Technical Information.

With Test III, Geometry, the coefficients are fairly low, but

rather consistent for the different parts of the syllogism test.

The low correlation with the algebra test might be partly

accounted for by the fact that the scores on this test piled up
at the low end to such an extent as to make a high degree of

correlation impossible. Of the different parts of the syllogism

test, Part B shows the highest correlation with the intelligence

test. Parts A and D show the highest correlation with the

other tests.

There was no measure of the reliability of any of the test

results and it was felt that the reliability would have to be

determined before conclusions could be drawn from the re-

sults. In order to get a measure of the reliability of the

scores, a second form of the syllogism test was devised, hav-

ing items similiar to those in the first form, but differing

in slight logical detail, slightly different syllogistic forms

being used, and of course differing in the concrete form and

terms in which the syllogism was expressed. As it was felt

that in the first form of the test there was no way to deter-

mine how much time was spent on the different material,

the test was rearranged with the items of each kind of mate-

rial in a separate booklet. It was thought that a wider range

of ability would be found among high school students than

among college students, and that a higher self-correlation

would be found with such a group. The two forms of the

test were therefore given to 76 pupils of the third and fourth

years of high school. Twenty of these subjects were stu-

dents in the Lincoln School, New York City, and fifty-six

were students in a girls' high school in Brooklyn. The two
forms of the test were given two weeks apart. Ten minutes

were allowed for each part of the test, exclusive of the time

allowed for reading instructions and studying the example

given with the instructions.

The self-correlation showed that there was little reliability

in the scores, especially the scores for Parts B and C. The
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total test and Parts A and D show fairly high self-correla-

tion. The results were as follows

:

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE TWO FORMS
OF SYLLOGISM TESTS

Part A Part B Part C Part D Total

.66 .305 .215 .74 .78

For the Lincoln School subjects taken alone the self-correla-

tions are somewhat higher. The Method of Rank Difference

was used in obtaining these coefficients.

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR LINCOLN
SCHOOL STUDENTS

Part A Part B Part C PaH D Total

.70 .64 .42 .79 .872

An examination of the scores indicated that lack of reli-

ability was to some extent due to the very large number of

zero scores or scores near zero. When the subject's score

showed almost as many items marked incorrectly as correctly,

it seemed probable that the exact score was a matter of chance.

With these high school subjects a large number of the scores

were of this nature. In Part B, 40 scores out of 76 were be-

low zero. The Lincoln School scores were somewhat higher

and the reliability was higher.

The two forms of the test were then given to a class in

psychology in the Extension Division of Columbia University.

The results still showed a large proportion of zero and near

zero scores and low self-correlations for the different parts,

expecially for Parts B and C. The method of Rank Difference

was used to obtain these coefficients. The self-correlations

were as follows

:

Part A Part B Part C Part D Parts A and D together

.68 .28 .56 .73 .85

It was clear that the test results would not be reliable un-

less the test was made easier or given to subjects more highly

selected in regard to this particular ability. Since the

Parts A and D taken together were much more reliable than

when taken separately, it was thought that each part should

be made longer; that is, should contain more items to be

judged. If this were done, more time would have to be allowed

for each part. These changes were made in the main ex-

periment described in the next chapter.



CHAPTER II

Main Experiment

In this experiment the materials for the test and the selec-

tion of subjects were modified as suggested by the results

of the preliminary experimentation. The test was length-

ened so that each part consisted of sixty items instead of

thirty-two and a twenty minute period was allowed for each

part instead of the ten minute period. In a way the test was
made easier in the new form in that three conclusions were

given under each set of premises, and judging them is easier

than if three different syllogisms had to be considered. The
test was given to a more highly selected group as regards in-

telligence, the subjects being students in Columbia College

and chiefly from the three upper classSes.

1. Methods

Subjects

The subjects for this experiment were eight-one under-

graduates of Columbia College. Nine were Freshmen, twen-

ty-three were Sophomores, fifteen were Juniors, and twenty-one

were Seniors. The remainder had mixed classsification or had

failed to state their classsification. The only principle of

selection was interest in taking the test and, probably more
important, desire to make the money offered for taking the

test. In order to induce the subjects to do their best, the ex-

perimenter explained to them that the investigation would be

valueless unless each one did his best.

That this group of undergraduates was representative of

the whole undergraduate body as regards intelligence was
indicated by a comparison of the distribution of scores on

the Thorndike Intelligence Examination for this group and

for the students entering in 1924 and 1925. The median score

for the group in this experiment was two points higher than

the median score for those entering. There was a slightly

larger percentage of the experiment group with scores be-

tween 90 and 99, and a slightly smaller percentage of the

experiment group getting scores between 70 and 90. On the

whole the distributions are very similiar.

12
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Description of Test Material Used

The test material consisted of four parts: Parts A, B, C,

and D, with two forms for each part. Each part consisted

of twenty items numbered from one to twenty, each item

consisting of two premises and three conclusions, a, b, and c,

deduced from them. In some cases instead of two premises,

just one proposition was used, with three conclusions drawn
from this proposition. For instance, Part A, Number 14 is

:

"All Freshmen take History I; therefore,

a. all students taking History I are Freshmen

;

b. some students taking History I are Freshmen

;

c. some students taking History I are not Freshmen."

As each conclusion was to be marked by the subject, there

were altogether sixty items to be judged in each part. Vari-

ous forms of the syllogism were utilized and various common
fallacies. Very unusual forms were avoided.

In Part A these syllogistic forms were embodied in familiar

material, such as: "Some of the boats on the river are sail-

boats." For the most part, the conclusions, though concern-

ing objects familiar to the subjects, were not actual facts

within their experience; for the subjects would be liable in

those cases to be influenced by their knowledge of the truth

or falsity of the statement itself. For instance, "Mary's cats"

is used instead of "cats" or "black cats."

Part B utilized the same syllogistic forms, but instead of

familiar concrete terms, symbolic material, such as the let-

ters, a and b, or x and y, were used. This might be considered

more abstract and less familiar material than that used in

Part A.

Part C consisted of exactly the same syllogistic forms, but

the terms here were very unfamiliar, either scientific terms

such as "echinoidea" or nonsense words invented to sound

like scientific terms, such as "gyrofantastices."

Part D consisted also of the same syllogistic forms and

the terms were familiar words such as those used in Part A,

but the conclusions expressed facts within the experience of

the subject and the truth or falsity of these statements was
at variance with their validity as deduced from the given

premises. A conclusion that could not logically be deduced

from the given premises was an obviously true statement;

or a conclusion that could be deduced logically from the given
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premises was an obviously false statement. For instance,

"Lincoln was an eminent man" is an obviously true statement

;

but in part D it was given as deduced from two negative

premises. This might be called suggestive material, as the

truth or falsity of the statements might tend to suggest that

the conclusion was valid or otherwise, as deduced from the

given premises. In some cases the fallacious nature of the

conclusions was suggested merely by making the premises

rather silly or nonsensical.

Not all the items of Part D were suggestive—for two rea-

sons. If they were all of this nature, the subject might dis-

cover this after working over several items and might make
a perfect score by marking all the true statements invalid and

the false ones valid. The second and more important reason

was in the imposssibility of making three conclusions of this

nature in the case of every syllogistic form used in the other

parts of the test. For instance, Number 17 in Part D is as

follows

:

"Some sweet-scented flowers are red; all roses are sweet-
scented; therefore,

a. all roses are red

;

b. some roses are red

;

c. some roses are not red."

Here the premises are of such nature that no valid con-

clusion can be drawn from them in regard to the relation be-

tween the terms "roses" and "red" and therefore all three

conclusions of these premises are invalid. The conclusions

b and c are obviously true and so are intended to suggest

validity. The conclusion a, however, is plainly a false state-

ment and so whatever suggestiveness it might have would

be necessarily toward marking it invalid. This conclusion,

however, must be, of this form if it is to conform to this same
item as it occurs in Parts A, B, andC.

Two-thirds of the items in Part D were designed to be sug-

gestive in the sense described above. If the increase in dif-

ficulty of the item from Part A to Part D be taken as a mea-
sure of the suggestiveness of the item, a few of those designed

to be suggestive proved not to be so; and a few of those not

so designed proved to be suggestive. Obviously, the sug-

gestiveness would vary much with the convictions of the sub-

ject. For example, the statement, "Some British are not Eng-
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lish," was obviously true to the experimenter, but apparently

had no such implications for the subjects.

The order of the items was varied in the different parts.

For instance, Number 1 in Part A was Number 7 in Part B,

Number 20 in Part C, and Number 17 in Part D.

The second form, Parts A*, B*, C*, and D*, was like the

first, except that slightly different logical forms were used

and, of course, the concrete terms were different. The same
fallacies occur, though not with the same frequency.

The test material was mimeographed and put into booklet

form, with Parts A, B, C, and D in separate booklets. The in-

structions were printed on the face sheet of each part. The
instructions were identical for the different parts, but the

example for Part B was in terms of letters and the example

for Part C was in terms of long and unfamiliar words. The
same example was used for A and D, and this was in familiar

material. A sample face sheet is given herewith.

SYLLOGISM TEST
Write your name here

This is not an intelligence test but a test of a very special ability. In
this test you are given certain statements followed by certain con-
clusions drawn from these. You are not concerned with the actual truth
or falsity of these conclusions, but you are to determine whether, given
these statements, you can draw the conclusions from them. In each
case there are three conclusions given, marked a, b and c. You are to
put a plus sign before every conclusion which you are sure follows neces-
sarily from the given statements. You are to put a minus sign before
every conclusion that does not necessarily follow from the given state-
ments. If no conclusion can be drawn from the given statements, put
a minus sign before each of the conclusions following.

The following example is correctly marked:

All tiksastopses are malpigienses ; no malpigienses are tuscambia;
therefore

:

-(-a. no tuscambia are tiksastopses.
—b. some tiksastopses are tuscambia.—c. all tuscambia are tiksastopses.

Do not hurry. Accuracy counts more than speed.
Do not turn this page until the signal is given.

Procedure

The booklets for one part at a time were distributed to the

subjects; time was given for reading the instructions and
studying the example ; and the experimenter read the instruc-

tions aloud. At a given signal the test was begun. Twenty
minutes was given for each part of the test, exclusive of the

time taken in reading the test instructions. The order of giv-
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ing the parts varied somewhat. This is given in detail under

"practice effect." The subjects took two parts in both forms

in one evening and two parts in both forms in another eve-

ning. This meant a sitting of about an hour and a half each

evening.

Scoring

The experimenter felt that the scoring should take into

account accuracy and that this should be mentioned in the

instructions, as otherwise many subjects would not take time

to realize the difficulty of the task in hand, but would hasten

through the test marking each item by a hurried impression

and would perhaps be getting as many items incorrect as

correct. The same indivdual, if not hurried, might give real

thought to his responses and make a much more reliable score.

The tests were scored then in two ways : first, the score equal

to the number of items correctly marked; and second, the

number of items correctly marked divided by the number
of items attempted ; or in others words, the per cent correct of

those attempted. This latter method gave the higher reliabil-

ity coefficients and therefore is judged the better method of

scoring.

Reliability

The reliability of the syllogism tests used in this experi-

ment is measured by computing the coefficients of correlation

between the two forms of the test, thus obtaining a self-cor-

relation for the test as a whole and for each part separately.

The Pearson Product-Moment formula was used. The fol-

lowing table gives the coefficients of correlation for each part

of the test, and for the total, and for the two methods of

scoring.

COEFFICIENTS FOR SELF-CORRELATION OF SYLLOGISM TESTS
R

Score Score No. R
R+W
r P.E. r P.E. Number

Total .965 .005

Part A .90 .014

Part B .883 .018
Part C .855 .021

Part D .841 .022

The distribution of scores in the two forms is very similiar

as may be seen from the means of the scores for each part and

.915
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the standard deviations of the distributions. These are given

herewith. The second form is slightly more difficult than

the first form.
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sufficiently numerous to make a high coefficient of reliability

impossible. Indeed, the evidence from the preliminary work
is in favor of the test's being less reliable with a less intelligent

group. This is especially true of Parts B and C, as they are

the most difficult. Part A is rather too easy for this group of

subjects, the high scores being very numerous, so that this

Part A might be expected to prove reliable with a group of

high school students.

Effect of Training on Distribution of Scores

As stated above, the curve of distribution of the scores in

the syllogism test is very irregular and has a somewhat bi-

modal form. This occurs in both forms of the test and to

some extent in all parts. There is nothing in the results to

suggest a reason for this. Possibly the members of the higher

group have an analytical approach and some sort of method

while the members of the lower group depend upon general

impression or feeling for a decision.

One might be disposed to consider that this bi-modal dis-

tribution was due to difference in training, the higher group

being those that had received training in this sort of reason-

ing; the lower group being those that had had no training.

In order to get some information on this point, statements

as to training were obtained from 44 of the subjects. They
were asked to check answers in the following questions

:

Before taking this test in syllogistic reasoning

1. Had you had a course in Logic? Yes No
2. Had you had as much as a week's training in this sort of

thing in a psychology course? Yes No
3. In an English course? Yes No
4. Had you had one or two lessons devoted to this sort of thing

in a psychology course? Yes No
5. In an English course? Yes No
6. Did some one give you a little training just before you came

to take the test? Yes No
7. Have you had any other training not included in the above?

Yes No
If so, what?

Of the 44 cases from whom statements were obtained, only

14 admitted any training and only four of these admitted as

much as a week's training. An hour's training in some Eng-
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lish class was that most frequently mentioned. Thirty sub-

jects said that they had no training whatever.

The scores of those admitting training are scattered

throughout the distribution of the scores for the whole group.

Two of the four who said they had as much as a week's train-

ing are at the lowest end of the distribution. Of the twenty-
three cases scoring below 85 per cent on the syllogism test,

seven admitted training ; of the twenty-one cases scoring above
85 per cent, seven admitted training.

Effect at
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those without training to the left. This does not seem to be

the case to any significant extent.

It seems probable to the experimenter that the subjects have

all had some training in English courses, both in high school

and college, but on a large number of them it made little im-

pression. One subject said that the only training, if it could be

called such, that he had had, was the statement of a high school

teacher that the converse of a true proposition was not always

true. One can imagine how many of the class in hearing that

statement remembered it several years later. This subject

must have been interested in that sort of thing and had pro-

fited greatly by having his attention called to that principle.

The experimenter would judge that the subjects' training has

been even more uniform than their statements would lead one

to believe. As far as these results go they indicate that the

irregular distribution of the scores is not due to differences of

training; that we are not dealing with two groups—one

trained and the other not.

Another bit of evidence bearing on this subject of training is

the comparison of the mean scores for the syllogism test for

the subjects classified as Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors, with their mean scores on the intelligence test. We
might expect that the college curriculum might give training

in careful thinking and that the lower group on the syllogism

test might be under classmen, and the upper group upper

classmen. The accompanying table gives these data.

Class 1928

Number
Mean Score on Syllogism Test (Total) .

.

Mean Total Score on Intelligence Test . .

The mean score for the Freshmen in the syllogism test is

decidedly lower than the mean scores for the other groups.

The mean scores for the other groups are practically the same.

When we consider the mean intelligence test scores for these

groups we see that the Freshmen are a poorer group than the

others in intelligence. It might be this rather than a lack of

training that causes the low score on the syllogism test. The
group of Sophomores have a higher mean score in the intelli-

gence test than either the Junior or Senior group and yet their

mean score in the syllogism test is about the same. This might

be taken to mean that the Juniors and Seniors had had some
training not had by the others that had helped them on the

928
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syllogism test. This, however, is not sufficient to explain the

distribution.
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upper left. There is a very slight tendency shown toward this,

but it is not sufficiently marked to be in any degree conclusive

and is certainly not sufficient to account for the bi-modal dis-

tribution.

Practice Effect

The test was so long that there was ample room for prac-

tice to take effect. In order to obviate this difficulty to some

extent and to get an inkling of how great the effect would be,

the order of the parts was somewhat varied. The numbers are

too small to give any definite conclusions, but there is some
evidence that the gain from practice is about 5 points on the

scale of 55 points, about 9 or 10 per cent.

One group had Part D first and Part A last. The other

groups had Part A first and Part D last. The mean score on

Part D when taken first is 5 points lower than the mean score

when taken last. The same is true of Part A. This suggests

that if the effect of practice were ruled out, the average score

of Part A would be higher and the average score of Part D
would be lower, thus increasing the difference between Part A
and Part D.

Parts B and C were never placed first or last, but in two
groups B was placed second and in two groups third. The
evidence here is not so clear as with A and D, but shows a

rise of 2 or 3 points due to practice.

Thorndike^2 reports a median gain of 12.3 per cent from
first to second trials of an intelligence test given to college

students. Dunlap and Snyder^ report a median gain from first

to second trials of the Army Alpha given to 44 college students

as 15 points in a range of 107 points, about 14 per cent. These

are not exactly parallel cases to the investigation at hand, but

serve to show that the gain in practice reported here is not

excessive

2. Results
Difference in Difficulty Caused by Change of Material

a. The main problem of this investigation was to determine
the effect on ability to do formal syllogistic reasoning, of

changing the material in which the syllogistic forms were ex-

pressed. In order to see whether the relative standing of in-

dividuals remained the same on different parts of the test,

correlation diagrams* were constructed and coefficients com-

* Representative correlation diagrams may be found at the end of this
article.
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puted as given in the following table. The Pearson Product-
Moment formula was used throughout.

In order to see what the relationship between different parts
of the test would be if the factor of intelligence were ruled out,

the scores on the Thorndike College Entrance Examination
were used as a measure of intelligence, and the method of
partial correlations was used. The coefficients of correlation,

obtained when the intelligence test factor is rendered constant,
are given in the last column of the following table.

b. In order to determine the difficulty of the different parts
of the test, the arithmetical mean was computed for each part
of the test in its two forms and the distribution of scores was
tabulated. These are given in the following table. The means
given in this table differ slightly from the means given above
under the head of reliability. This difference is due to the
fact that the means here given were computed from the sum
of each individual score and those given in the former table
are computed from the measures as grouped in class intervals.

CORRELATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE TEST
r Number

Parts A and B 70 .038 80
Parts A and C 76 .032 80
Parts A and D 685 .039 80
Parts B and C 805 .026 80
Parts B and D 75 .033 80
Parts C and D 73 .035 80

When the cases having no score on the intelligence test were
omitted, the results were as follows

:

r Intel.

Parts A and B 68
Parts A and C 76
Parts A and D 685
Parts B and C 814
Parts B and D 754
Parts C and D 680

The following formula for calculating partial correlations
in the case of three variables was used.

ri2— ri3 r23

ri2, 3
^"

Constant.
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MEAN SCORES FOR EACH PART OF TEST
Score =

Part A
% Right

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

.85 ±

.837 ±

.78 It

.738 lb

.754 ±

.738 ±

.795 ±

.776 ±

1.01
1.02
1.17
1.03
1.14

1.05
1.23
1.24

Score = Number Right
Part A
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3. Conclusions

There is a high degree of relationship between ability to

reason with familiar material and ability to reason with more
abstract material, such as the symbolic material in Part B, the

unfamiliar in Part C, and the suggestive or deliberately mis-

leading material of Part D. Since the coefficients of correla-

tion between the different parts of the test are not as high as

the coefficients between two forms of the same part, it would
seem that changing the material does to some extent change
the position of some of the individuals in regard to their abil-

ity to do this sort of reasoning. That is, some individuals do
relatively better with more abstract material than with more
familiar and concrete material, and others do relatively better

with familiar material.

Some degree of this correlation measured by the coefficients

given is undoubtedly due to differences of intelligence among
the subjects. We find, however, that when this is allowed for,

and by the method of partial correlations the degree of rela-

tionship is determined that would exist if we had all the sub-
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jects of the same degree of intelligence, there still exists a

fairly high correlation expressed by the coefficients .548, etc.

The ability to reason with symbolic material is more closely

related to ability to reason with unfamiliar material than to

ability to reason with familiar, more concrete material. The
ability to reason with familiar material when it is suggestive

is more closely related to ability to reason with symbolic ma-
terial than with ability to reason with familiar material that

is not suggestive. It is probable that the processes involved

in dealing with the material of Parts B, C, and D are more
alike than the processes involved in Part A are like any one

of them. These three parts all involve more abstraction, more
ability to resist distraction than Part A does. They are all

less familiar than Part A and involve less habitual reactions.

The average scores for the different parts of the test and
the distribution of scores show clearly that in general it is

much easier to reason with familiar material than with the

unfamiliar and symbolic. Part C (the long words) was even

more difficult than Part B (the symbolic material). Even
when the familiar material was made suggestive, it was easier

than the symbolic and the unfamiliar material.

These differences are more clearly seen from the table show-

ing the distribution of scores than from the table of average

scores. It is clear that Part A has very many more high scores

and fewer low scores than the other parts. It is clear from
the distribution that Part A is not hard enough to measure
the ability of the subjects at the higher levels. Part A, how-
ever, could not be made more difficult without increasing

alarmingly the number of zero scores on the other parts.

If we consider the position of individuals in regard to the

different parts of the test, we find that 12 subjects found Part

A more difficult than Part B and 52 subjects found Part B
more difficult. Of the 12 who found A more difficult, only 3

had scores for the two parts differing by more than 10 points.

Of the 52 who found B more difficult, 23 had scores for the

two parts differing by more than 10 points, and 17 had scores

for the 2 parts differing by as much as 20 points, 1 had a

difference of 35 points and 1 a difference of 45 points. In

other words, a few individuals who did well on Part A went
all to pieces on Part B. Almost half of those finding B
harder found it very much harder. Those that found A more
difficult, did not find it much more difficult. When the dif-
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ferences are not great, chance probably is somewhat respon-

sible for them.

In comparing Parts A and C in the same way, we see that

9 cases find Part A more difficult and 59 find C more diffi-

cult. Where the difference is in favor of Part A, it is very

small, probably not significant; but where C is the more diffi-

cult, in many cases the differences are very large. In two
cases the difference is as much as 35 points, in 7 cases the dif-

ference is as much as 25 points, in 29 cases the difference is

more than 10 points. This is the same sort of situation that

we find in the case of Parts A and B.

When we compare individuals in the same way with refer-

ence to their scores on Parts B and C, we find a very different

situation. Here nearly as many find B the more difficult as

find C the more difficult. Twenty-eight cases make a higher

score on Part C than on Part B, and 33 cases make a higher

score on Part B than on Part C.

Parts A and D compared in the same way show a rather

similar relationship to that of Parts A and B. Seventeen

cases find A more difficult, but the differences are small, only

two cases having a difference of as much as 20 points. Thirty-

eight cases find Part D more difficult than Part A, and in

many cases the differences are large. In 8 cases the difference

in scores is as much as 25 points. That is, several subjects

who did well in Part A did very poorly in Part D.

In whatever way we examine the data, then, it is clear that

in general it is easier to deal with familiar material than with
any of the other material. The ability to do formal reason-

ing is much affected by changing the material that is reasoned

about from familiar to symbolic or unfamiliar, or by intro-

ducing suggestion into the familiar material. It is probable

that habit is responsible for this. The subjects are much more
accustomed to dealing with material of the Part A type than
of any of the other types. Part C is more difficult than Part
B, because the subjects have some familiarity with these

symbols in their mathematics, etc., but have very little famil-

iarity with such words as Tikthostopses or Siscumbaba. Later
in this discussion, when we consider certain particular items
which are more difficult in Part A than in Part B, this point
comes out clearly. Many of the subjects probably are guided
in marking the items of Part A by a feeling of rightness or
wrongness according as it fits in with their habits of thought
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or not. They can often tell whether the item is fallacious

when they are unable to explain why. When these subjects

contend with the symbolic material or the big words, they no
longer have this feeling to guide them and, if they are to be

successful in the test, they have to hit on some principles to

help them. When they attempt to work on Part D, these

vague feelings of rightness and wrongness are apt to be on

the side of the truth or falsity of the statement, rather than

on the side of logical or illogical deductions from the premises.

On the other hand, certain individuals probably perceive

the familiarity of the form even when the content is un-

familiar, and these individuals show relatively little variation

in ability from one part of the test to another. These indi-

viduals are capable of analysing the problem more completely

than those who are much affected by the unfamiliarity of the

material, and see elements of the situation to which the others

are blind.

4. Correlation between Syllogism Test and Thorndike
College Entrance Test

In order to determine in some measure the relationship be-

tween intelligence and ability to do formal syllogistic reason-

ing, and especially to see whether this relationship is affected

by changing the material of the syllogistic forms, the coeffi-

cients of correlation were computed between the scores on the

Thorndike College Entrance Test and scores on the Syllogism

Test, both the total test and each part. In regard to the

Thorndike College Entrance Tests, Pintner^ says, "The test

is very much more comprehensive and much more difficult

than the Army Alpha Test. It requires two hours and fifty

minutes actual working time and includes some educational

tests of a type suitable for high school graduates. A correla-

tion of .65 between the work of the entire Freshman year and

the scores on the mental test is reported by Thorndike." A
full description of this test is given by Ben D. Wood^^ in his

"Measurement in Higher Education." The subjects in this

experiment had taken this test when seeking admission to

Columbia College and it was the scores obtained at that time

that were used in the present study. Scores on the Thorndike

Test could be obtained for only 69 of the subjects taking the

syllogism test. The others had entered with advanced stand-

ing or for some other reason had not taken the intelligence
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test. The results on this part of the study, then, are limited

to 69 subjects. The correlations were obtained with the two
kinds of scores for the syllogism tests, in one case the score

being per cent right of those attempted and in the other case,

the number right. The coefficients of correlation were ob-

tained by means of the Pearson Product-Moment Formula, and
are given in the following table

:

CORRELATION WITH THORNDIKE COLLEGE ENTRANCE TEST
R

Sc. ^ I

PJ7
Sc. No. R.

Total Syllogism Test and Thorndike .578 ± .054 .505 ± .060
Part A and Thorndike .498 ± .061 .426 ± .066
Part B and Thorndike .596 ± .053 .613 ± .050
Part C and Thorndike .505 ± .060 .39 ± .069
Part D and Thorndike .485 ± ,062 .486 ± .062

Concliisions

These coefficients show a definite positive relationship be-

tween ability to do formal syllogistic reasoning as measured
by these syllogism tests and general intelligence as measured
by the Thorndike College Entrance Examination. According
to Rugg,^*^ correlation is "markedly present" or "marked"
when r ranges from .35 or .40 to .50 or .60 ; is "high" when it

is above .60 or .70. When one takes into consideration that

the group represented here is a very highly selected one as

regards intelligence, and that each part of the syllogism test

covered a period of only twenty minutes, these correlations

seem fairly high. Kitson^ obtains coefficients ranging from
.18 to .60 between standings in various tests such as opposites,

hard directions and memory for logical material and standings
in the net score of all the tests together. Arlitt^ reports a
correlation of only .23 between intelligence quotients obtained
from the Stanford Binet Scale and scores on the Thurstone
Intelligence Test given to a group of college Freshmen.

This degree of relationship means, however, whether we
call it high or low, that there are many individuals having very
different standings in the two tests and that we cannot predict

with any sureness the place of an individual in one test if we
know his position in the other. The correlation diagrams
show several subjects that stand much higher in the syllogism

test than in the intelligence test. These are mostly near the

median score in the intelligence test and in the highest quar-
ter of the syllogism test. On the other hand, much more con-
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spicuously out of line with the general trend of the correla-

tion table is a number of cases that seem to form almost a

separate group. These are mostly just above the median of

the intelligence scores and very low in the syllogism test.

These seem to be individuals of good general intelligence who
are able to succeed but poorly in formal syllogistic reasoning.

One individual who on the intelligence test has only two in-

dividuals making a better score, on the syllogism test has 39

individuals making a better score. This group stands out

conspicuously on all parts of the test except Part B. If the

diagram (G) is examined it will be seen that in Part B the

scores of these individuals for the most part were not actually

higher than in the other parts, but only relatively so.

The correlation between scores on Part B and scores on the

intelligence test is much higher than that between any other

part and the intelligence test. This is not surprising, for one

would expect ability to handle symbols to play an important

part in general intelligence at the upper levels. It is diflficult,

however, to see why Part C, which correlates so closely with

Part B, should have so much lower a correlation with the in-

telligence test than Part B has.

Perhaps Part A would show a higher correlation with the

intelligence test if it were not for the piling up of scores at the

higher end of the scale. As has been stated before, Part A
is too easy to distribute the scores properly at the upper end.
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CHAPTER III

Effect of Changing the Material on the Difficulty of
Each Item and Each Kind of Item

1. Discussion

As the different items involved various sorts of fallacies, it

is interesting to see which are most difficult for the college

student and hovi^ their difficulty varies in the different parts

of the test. For this purpose the per cent marking the item

incorrectly of the number of subjects attempting it was cal-

culated, and this was called its per cent of difficulty. The
items in each part of the test were then ranked according to

this difficulty; the most difficult, that is, the one having the

largest per cent difficulty was given a rank of 1. It is clear,

then, that ranks below 30 represent the more difficult items

and ranks above 30 the easier ones. These ranks are given
in the accompanying table. The items are grouped in this table

according to the sort of logical fallacy involved. The items in-

volving no fallacy are grouped together under the head of

"Valid." Since many items involve more than one fallacy, the

same item appears in several groups.

Before considering the kind of fallacy involved, the items

were plotted on a scatter diagram (D) placing them as to their

difficulty in Parts A and B. A similar diagram (E) was con-

structed for Parts A and C. The figures and diagrams give

the following information as to the change in difficulty effected

by change of material.

Discussion of Results

Forty-three items are easier on Part A than on Part B, 2
are neither harder nor easier, and 15 are harder on Part A.
of these 15, 5 are very nearly the same in both, leaving 10
that are decidedly easier on Part B. Of the 43 items easier

on A, one increases in difficulty 45 points, and 9 increase as
much as 20 points.

When the items are examined as to their difficulty in Parts
A and C, the same results are found in slightly exaggerated
form. Forty-five items are harder on C than A ; 13 items are
harder on A. Many change very little but only 4 stand out as

33
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harder on A and 25 stand out as harder on C. On 3 items the

difficulty increased 50 points on the per cent scale. On 11

items the increase was as much as 25 points.

No similar diagram was made for the items of Parts A and
D, as the suggestiveness of the items was such a varying quan-

tity. Of the items intended to be suggestive 7 failed to be, if

suggestiveness is measured by increased difficulty in Part D
over Part A. The following proved to be the most suggestive.

6 b. All Anglo-Saxons are English; all British are Anglo-

Saxons; therefore, all English are British.

Only 1 per cent marked this item incorrectly—in the form in

which it appeared—in A, and 32 per cent marked it incor-

rectly in D.

9 a. No people interested in modern drama have failed to

read this book ; no people who have failed to read this book are

actors ; therefore, all actors are interested in modern drama.

The difficulty of this item was increased 44 points.

11 a. All monkeys have tails ; human beings are not

monkeys; therefore, human beings have no tails.

The difficulty of this item was increased 17 points, 13 per

cent marking it incorrectly in A and 30 per cent marking it

incorrectly in D.

14 a and 14 c. No oranges are apples; no lemons are

oranges ; therefore,

a. no lemons are apples;
c. no apples are lemons.

In Part A, 6 per cent marked a incorrectly and 6 per cent

marked c incorrectly. In Part D, 31 per cent marked a in-

correctly and 31 per cent marked c incorrectly.

Items 12 a, 12 b, and 12 c were intended to be suggestive but

apparently were not so, as they were about equally difficult in

Parts A and D. The experimenter considered the conclusions

so obviously true that she expected the subjects to be influ-

enced by this to mark them correct.

12. Some books are not worth reading; some books are not

allowed in circulation ; therefore,

a. some books allowed in circulation are not worth reading;
b. some books worth reading are allowed in circulation

;

c. some books worth reading are not allowed in circulation.

When we examine the tables of items grouped according to

the kinds of fallacies involved, we get some interesting light
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on the items that stand out on the above diagram as easier on

Part A than on Parts B and C. Three of the conspicuous ones,

4 a, 13 a, and 17 b, are of the same nature, a positive conclu-

sion drawn from two negative premises. 13 a is typical.

13. No good physician advertises his cures ; Dr. J. does not

advertise his cures ; therefore, Dr. J. is a good physician.

Twenty-seven per cent of the subjects marked this item

incorrectly, but when it was reduced to symbolic form, only

3.8 per cent failed to see the fallacy. Item 4 a was marked in-

correctly by 36 per cent of subjects as it appeared in Part A,

and by only 3.8 per cent as it appeared on Part B. Three

other items, 2 c, 19 c, and 14 b, while they were not quite so

conspicuously harder in Part A, but somewhat so, were all

negative conclusions from positive premises. For instance,

2 c is : Some of John's rare books are on this shelf ; therefore,

some of the books on this shelf are not John's rare books.

Three others easier on A, 16 a, b, and c, are negative conclu-

sions from positive premises. One of these, 16 b, is valid.

It is probable that the fallacies involved in these items are

very usual ones in daily life, so that when they are expressed

in familiar terms, the subjects feel that they are valid, and do

not stop to examine them. When the same thing confronts

them in symbolic or unfamiliar material, they are forced to

consider the relationships involved and so perceive the fal-

lacy.

From this consideration of the changes in the several items

from part to part of the test, it is clear that changing the ma-
terial away from the familiar adds much to the diiRculty ex-

cept in the cases just discussed, where bad habits of reason-

ing interfere.

2. Tables

a. Explanation of the Table of Rank Difficulty and Diagnostic

Value of Items

The separate items of the test are classified according to

the kind of fallacy involved. Many items appear more than
once in the table because more than one fallacy is involved.

Across the page the same item appears as it occurs in the dif-

ferent parts of the test, familiar material, symbolic, etc. The
name of the item varies from part to part of the test because
the order of the items was varied in the different parts. With
the name of each item is given its rank difficulty in that part
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of the test, the diagnostic value of that item for the test and

its diagnostic value for intelligence. Under the head of re-

marks are put in abbreviated form the names of other fal-

lacies involved or any condition that might affect the difficulty.

By reading across the page one sees how the item varies in

all these respects as the material changes. By reading the

vertical columns one sees the difficulty, etc., of items in each

kind of fallacy.

The first of these tables includes the items of the first form,

the second the items of the second form. The results from

these two tables are averaged and these averages are given in

a table following.
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c. Table Giving Each Item of Test as it Appeared in the Four
Different Kinds of Material

In the following table the separate items of the test are

given. Each item is given as it appears in the four different

parts of the test, Parts A, B, C and D. They are given in the

order in which they appeared in Part A. After each conclu-

sion is given the per cent of subjects marking that item in-

correctly, the rank difficulty derived from this, and the diag-

nostic value of that item for the test. It was impossible to

group these according to fallacies as the three conclusions

from one set of premises might represent three different fal-

lacies.

The items of the first form are given first and are marked
thus : A 1., B 3. etc. The items of the second form are marked
thus: A* 1., B* 3.
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FIRST FORM
A 1

Some of the boats on the river are sail-boats; Robert's boats are on the
river

;

therefore

a. Robert's boats are sail boats.

b. some of Robert's boats are sail-boats.

c. some of Robert's boats are not sail-boats.

1.3%
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D 8.

All Anglosaxons are English; all British are Anglosaxons;
therefore

a. all British are English 6.2% R 47 .95

b. all English are British. 33.8% R 11 3.70

c. some British are not English. 5% R 50 1.10

7.6%
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D 2.

No child under ten years of age is admitted to the movies unaccompanied
by an adult; John is over ten years of age;
therefore

a. John will be admitted to the movies unac-
companied by an adult. 57.5%

b. John will not be admitted to the movies
unaccompanied by an adult. 5%

c. No boy admitted to the movies unaccom-
panied by an adult is John. 11.2%

R 1
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C 9.

All foraminafera are rhyzopoda ; all foraminafera are protozoa

;

therefore
a. some protozoa are rhj^opoda. 25% R 26 1.55
b. some rhyzopoda are not protozoa. 8.6% R 46 1.16
c. all protozoa are rhyzopoda. 35.8% R .5 3.70

D 7.

All professors in great universities are intellectual; all professors in
great universities are highly educated

;

therefore
a. some highly educated people are intel-

lectual. 20% R 29 2.34
b. some highly educated people are not intel-

lectual. 22.4% R 22 2.34
c. all highly educated people are intellectual 7.5% R 46 1.22

A 7.

None of the men employed by this company will be laid off this month;
all the men living in this house are employed by this company;
therefore

a. none of the men living in this house will
be laid off this month. 2.7% R 49

b. all the men living in this house will be
laid off this month. 1.3% R 54

c. some of the men living in this house will
not be laid off this month. 51% R 1

1.05

1.11

2.36

B 1.

10.2% R 43 1.4

6.3% R 51 1.19
43% R 7 2.15

No a's are b's; all c's are a's;

therefore
a. no c's are b's.

b. all c's are b's.

c. some c's are not b's.

C U.
No bactoringia are cjrtoplasts; all gitanjori are bactoringia;
therefore

a. no gitanjori are cytoplasts. 4% R 54 .94

b. all gitanjori are cytoplasts. 4% R 54 1.06
c. some gitanjori are not cytoplasts. 48% R 6 1.80

B 1.

No nervous people are good dancers; all high schools girls are nervous;
therefore

a. no high high school girls are good dancers. 2.5% R 53% 1.00
b. all high school girls are good dancers. 1.25% R 57% 1.05
c. some high schools girls are not good

dancers. 37.5% R 8 2.33

A 8.

All seniors take History of Education ; the Joneses take History of Educa-
tion;
therefore

a. the Joneses are seniors. 25.6%
b. some of the Joneses are seniors. 17.5%
c. some of the seniors are Joneses. 31%

R 13%
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C 10.

All clytia flavidula are hydromedusae ; all obelia geniculata are hydro-
medusae;
therefore

a. all clytia flavidula are obelia geniculata.
b. some clytia flavidula are obelia geniculata.
c. some obelia geniculata are clytia flavidula,

D U.

All freshmen wear green caps; all these fellows wear green caps;
therefore

a. all these fellows are freshmen. 38.8% R 7 4.34
b. some of these fellows are freshmen. 25% R 18 2,08
c. some freshmen are among these fellows, 23.7% R 19 1.96

43.6%
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No a's are b's; all a's are c's;

therefore
a. no c's are b's.

b. some c's are not b's.

c. some b's are not c's.

B 9.

C 8.

45.6% R
38% R

35.5% R

4

9V2
13

No triphilla are dracontia ; all triphilla are arisaema

;

a. no arisaema are dracontia. 56% R 3

b. some arisaema are not dracontia. 38.7% R 11

*c. some arisaema are dracontia. 5% R 52

3.65
1.93
.92

3.65
2.60
1.25

*These items are not like the corresponding items in Parts A and B.

D 20.

None of the boys in this room are maniacs; all the boys in this room are
high school students;
therefore

a. no high school students are maniacs.
b. some high school students are not maniacs.
c. some high school students are maniacs.

20.3%
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b. all the poems that have won prizes in the
recent contest are written by a child

nine years old.

c. some poems that have won prizes in the
recent contest are not written by a child

nine years old

17% R 25

15% R 27

All x's are z's ; all x's are y's

;

therefore
a. some y's are z's.

b. all y's are z's.

c. some y's are not z's.

B 12.

29.5% R
26.4% R
11.5% R

C 7.

All lavauxia are onagrads; all lavauxia are Oenothera;
therefore

a. some Oenothera are onagrads, 27.2%
b. all Oenothera are onagrads. 42%
c. some Oenothera are not onagrads. 11.1%

D 16.

*A11 Mongolians have slant eyes; the Chinese have slant eyes;
therefore

a. some Chinese are Mongolians. 34.2%
b. some Mongolians are not Chinese. 21.3%
c. the Chinese are Mongolians 52.5%

*This item does not correspond to the others.

1.55

2.00

17 2.24
21 y2 3.34
41 1.16

R 22
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A H.
All freshmen take History 1

;

therefore
a. all students taking History 1 are freshmen. 8% R 38 Va 1.46

b. some students taking History 1 are not
freshmen. 20% R 19 ¥2 2.50

c. some students taking History 1 are freshmen. 12% R 32 ^^ 1.55

B 8.

All x's are y's;

therefore
a. all y's are x's. 25.3% R 241/2 2.76

b. some y's are not x's. 14.1% R 37 1.69

c. some y's are x's. 19.2% R 31 1.93

C 15.

All anthozoa are coelenterates

;

therefore
a. all coelenterates are anthozoa. 20% R 33 1.88

b. some coelenterates are not anthozoa. 24% R 28 2.29

c. some coelenterates are anthozoa. 10% R 42 1.38

D 5.

All negroes of pure stock have kinky hair and dark skin

;

therefore
a. all people that have kinky hair and dark

skin are negroes. 22.4%
b. some people that have kinky hair and dark

skin are not negroes. 15%
c. some people that have kinky hair and dark

skin are negroes. 11.2%

R 221/2



18.7%
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a. some books allowed in circulation are not
worth reading.

b. some books worth reading ai-e allowed in
circulation,

c. some books worth reading are not allowed
in circulation.

20.2% R 271/2 1.93

28% R 16 2.76

15.2% R 36 1.93

A 18.
All good ballet dancers have many years of training; some of the dancers
in this musical comedy have many years of training;
therefore

a. some of the dancers in this musical comedy
are good ballet dancers. 27% R 10 2.60

b. all good ballet dancers are in this musical
comedy. 0% R 58 1/2 1.12

c. some of the dancers in this musical comedy
are not good ballet dancers. 36% R 4 2.00

B 17.

52%
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C 16.

Some porifera are hydrozoa

;

therefore
a. all hydrozoa are porifera. 1.5% R 60 .97

b. some hydrozoa are porifera. 5.9% R 49 1.16

c. some hydrozoa are not porifera. 35% R 16 2.51

D 15.

Some of Mary's dresses are blue;
therefore

a. all blue dresses are Mary's. 1.3% R 56 1.00
b. some blue dresses are Mary's. 3.94% R 52 1.00
c. some blue dresses are not Mary's. 29% R 15 2.62

A 20.

All good dancers dance frequently; the men belong^ing to this frat do not
dance frequently;
therefore

a. the men belonging to this frat are not
good dancers. 11% R 34 1.19

b. no good dancers belong to this frat. 30% R 8 1.60
c. all good dancers belong to this frat. 0% R 58^ 1.00

B 20.

All a's are b's; no c's are b's;

therefore
a. no c's are a's. 16.7% R 35 1.13

b. no a's are c's. 24.2% R 26 1.54
c. all a's are c's. 1.5% R 60 1.27

C 5.

All hlothuroidea are echinozoa; no echinoidea are echinozoa;
therefore

a. no echinoidea are hlothuroidea. 82.4% R 19 1.02

b. no hlothuroidea are echinoidea. 34% R 17 1.36
c. all hlothuroidea are echinoidea. 3.8% R 56 1.23

D 19.

All people having a sense of rhythm care for music ; good dancers do not
care for music

;

therefore
a. good dancers have no sense of rhj^hm. 23.6% R 20^ .90

b. nobody having a sense of rhythm is a
good dancer. 36.2% R 9 1.48

c. all people having a sense of rhythm are
good dancers. 1.4% R 55 1.03

SECOND FORM
A* 1.

If the garden is to the right of the house; and the stable to the left of the
garden

;

then
a. the stable is to the left of the house. 8.7% R 39 1.49
b. the stable is to right of the house. 23.7% R 11 2.21
c. the house is to right of the stable. 7.5% R 42% 1.40

B* 9.

If a is to the right of b, and c is to the left of a;
then

a. c is at b's left.

b. c is at b's right.

c. b is at c's right.

14% R 421/2
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a* 8.

If Symlantobaga is to the right of Oscarsayoga; and Pattabantista is to

the left of Symlantobaga

;

then
a. Pattabantista is to the left of Oscarsay-

oga.
b. Pattabantista is to the right of Oscar-

sayoga.
c. Oscarsayoga is to the right of Patta-

bantista.

D* 7.

If New York is to the right of Detroit; and Chicago is to the left of
New York;
then

a. Chicago is to the left of Detroit. 10.2% R 47 1.60
b. Chicago is to the right of Detroit. 23% R 28 2.25
c. Detroit is at Chicago's right. 11.5% R 44 1.51

14% R 45 y2
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B* 8.

Some a's are b's; some c's are a's;

therefore
a. some c's are b's. 54% R 4 2.16

b. some b's are c's. 49% R 6 2.71

c. some c's are not b's. 29% R 26 V2 2.76

C* 1.

Some lansagrienses are hispanioli; some rhizcostodes are lansagrienses

;

therefore
a. some rhizcostodes are hispanioli. 42% R 9 5.40

b. some hispanioli are rhizcostodes. 36% R 19 3.28

c. some rhizcostodes are not hispanioli. 32% R 26 3.76

D* 1.

Some dogs have long hair ; some pet animals are dogs

;

therefore
a. some pet animals have long hair. 52.5%
b. some long-haired animals are pets. 38.7%
c. some pet animals do not have long hair. 27.5%

R 1
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B* 3.

No a's are b's; no c's are b's;

therefore
a. all c's are a's. 0% R 60 .97
b. no c's are a's. 16% R 39 1.72
c. all a's are c's. 2% R 58 ¥2 .97

C* A.

No juritobians are cantabilians; no catixianti are cantabilians;
therefore

a. all catixianti are juritobians. 2% R 57 V^ 1.08
b. no catixianti are juritobians. 16% R 39% 1.85
c. all juritobians are catixianti. 1% R 59 1.03

D* 6.

No giants have normal ductless glands; no dwarfs have normal ductless
glands;
therefore

a. all dwarfs are giants. 17.7% R 39 2.16
b. no dwarfs are giants. 8.7% R 49 1.42
c. all giants are dwarfs. 17.5% R 40 2.07

3.7%
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B*5.
All x's are y's; some z's are x's;

therefore
a. some z's are y's. 6% R 52 1/2 .93

b. all y's are z's. 9% R 47V2 1.13

c. some z's are not y's. 40% R 17 3.38

C* 2.

All tigerlini are coniferra; some zoolidi are tigerlini;

therefore
a. some zoolidi are coniferra. 5% R 53% .97

b. all coniferra are zoolidi. 4% R 55^ 1.14

c. some zoolidi are not coniferra. 35% R 21 4.15

D* i.

All members of this club are undertakers; some florists are members of
this club;
therefore

a. some florists are undertakers. 2.5%
b. all undertakers are florists. 1.2%
c. some florists are not undertakers. 25.3%

R 58
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B* 11.



22.5%
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D* H.
No corn is blue; all corn-flowers are blue;
therefore

a. some corn-flowers are not corn.
b. no corn-flowers are corn.

c. some corn is corn-flowers.

40%
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C* IS.

Some redautemplets are actinipellucidi ; no gyrofantastices are redau-
templets

;

therefore
a. some gsrrofantastices are not actinipellulcidi. 47% R 8 1.56

b. some actinipellulcidi are not gyrofantastices. 37% R 16 1.38

c. some gyrofantastices are actinipellucidi. 8% R 49 1.30

D* 12.

Some drawings in red chalk are done by Michael Angelo; no good draw-
ings are done in red chalk,
therefore

a. some good drawings are not done by Mi-
chael Angelo. 21.5% R 29 2.04

b. some of Michael Angelo's drawings are not
good. 3.7% R 57 1.16

c. some good drawings are done by Michael
Angelo. 7.6% R 50 1.39

A* 15.

Most of the animals that live in the park are fed by the keepers; but
many animals fed by keepers are not in good condition;
therefore

a. most of the animals that live in the park
are not in good condition. 10% R 35V^ 1.67

b. some animals in good condition live in the
park. 51.3% R 3 3.52

c. some animals in good condition do not live

in the park. 19% R 22J^ 2.16

B* 6.

Most x's are y's ; but many y's are not z's

;

a. most x's are not z's. 27% R 29^^ 1.73

b. some z's are x's. 35% R 22V^ 2.30

c. some z's are not x's. 56% R 3 2.04

C* 15.
Most crinifolia are samposantes; but many samposantes are not corolla;
therefore

a. most crinifolia are not corolla. 30% R 27^ 2.00

b. some corolia are crinifolia. 34% R 24 2.14

c. some corolia are not crinifolia. 63% R IVz 2.32

D*5.
Most fur coats are handsome; but many handsome coats are not cheap;
therefore

a. most fur coats are not cheap. 39.2% R 6 3.20

b. some cheap coats are fur coats. 20.3% R 32 1.86

c. some cheap coats are not fur coats. 27.5% R 18 1.86

A* 16.

All the pink cups are Mary's; all the chipped cups are Mary's;
therefore

a. all the chipped cups are pink. 10% R 35% 1.41

b. some of the chipped cups are pink. 16.5% R 25 2.16

c. some of the pink cups are chipped. 17.5% R 23 2.20

B*18.
All x's are y's ; all z's are y's

;

therefore
a. all z's are x's.

b. some z's are x's.

c. some x's are z's.

42% R 14
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C*1A.
All evochtories are nymphotoroides ; all santoboli are nymphotoroides

;

therefore
a. all santoboli are evochtories. 38% R 12^ 2.19

b. some santoboli are evochtories. 37% R 16 1.79

c. some evochtories are santoboli. 40% R 10^ 2.04

D* 18.

All followers of Tammany Hall are Democrats; all New York Irish-

Americans are Democrats;
therefore

a. All New York Irish-Americans are follow-
ers of Tammany Hall. 32%

b. some of the New York Irish-Americans are
followers of Tammany Hall. 25.4%

c. some followers of Tammany Hall are New
York Irish-Americans. 38%

R 16
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B* 19.

No x's are y's ; all y's are z's

;

a. no z's are x's. 43% R 12 3.00

b. some z's are x's. 5% R 55 1.00

c. some z's are not x's. 42% R 14 .87

C* 20.

No igorots are pelomyxa; all pelomyxa are catusa;
therefore

a. no catusa are igorots. 63% R 1^ 2.45

b. some catusa are igorots. 5% R 53^ .81

c. some catusa are not igorots. 34% R 24 .90

D* 20.

No brunettes live in this block; all the people living in this block are
Swedes

;

therefore
a. no Swedes are brunettes, 24% R 25^ 2.08

b. some Swedes are brunettes. 4.2% R 56 1.15

c. some Swedes are not brunettes. 19.7% R 34 1.74

R 1
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B* 20.

Some X is not y;
therefore

a. some y is not x. 53% R 5 1.27
b. all y is X. 3% R 56 ¥2 .82

c. no y is x. 2% R 58% .82

C* 19.

Some pelmundoa are not cystidea;
therefore

a. some cystidea are not pelmundoa. 58% R 3 1.78
b. all cystidea are pelmundoa. 6% R 51 .78
c. no cystidea are pelmundoa. 0% R 60 .69

D* 19.

Some of the Smiths are not at this party;
therefore

a. some of the people at this party are not
Smiths. 21.4%

b. all the people at this party are Smiths. 0%
c. none of the people at this party are Smiths. 4.3%

R 30
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3. Conclusions

1. The fallacies most difficult for these subjects to detect

were conclusions drawn from two particular premises and the

undistributed middle term. The average rank difficulty of

the items involving the first fallacy is 18.9. The average rank

difficulty of the items involving the second is 19.3. The first

fallacy violates the rule of the syllogism that states,^ "From
two particular premises no conclusion can be drawn." When-
ever this rule is violated there results an undistributed middle

term, an illicit major or minor term, or else a conclusion from
two negative premises. In the cases of this fallacy occurring

in this test, the undistributed middle term results. It is in-

teresting to observe that the fallacy of undistributed middle

term is no easier to detect when it is involved with the fallacy

of two particular premises. One might expect that both

premises beginning with "some" would put the subjects on

their guard, but apparently this is not the case. In one of these

cases, 15 a, b, and c on the second form, the words "most" and

"many" were used instead of "some," but this does not seem

to have increased the difficulty.

2. The fallacy of undistributed middle term is difficult even

when expressed in familiar material, though not quite as diffi-

cult as when expresed in symbolic or unfamiliar terms. There
are two cases of this fallacy that proved easy to detect, 1 a and
18 b on the first form, but in these cases the fallacy of uni-

versal conclusion from a particular premise was involved and,

since this latter fallacy proved in all cases to be easy to detect,

it is undoubtedly that fallacy which was perceived by the sub-

jects. In this fallacy of the undistributed middle term,^ "the

middle term, the one used as a standard of comparison, is not

used in either premise in its universal extent ; thus we might

be comparing the major term with one part of it and the

minor term with another part. Such a comparison would, of

course, not warrant us in either affirming or denying the con-

nection of these terms in the conclusion." Item 8 a is a simple

illustration.

All seniors take history of education ; the Jones take history
of education ; therefore, the Jones are seniors.

3. The fallacy of Illicit Process of the Major Term ranks

next in difficulty, the average rank difficulty of all these items
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being 19.9. This fallacy is decidedly more difficult to perceive

when expressed in symbolic or unfamiliar material than when
expressed in familiar material. Its average rank in Part B is

16.6, in Part C 15.4, while in Part A its average rank is 26

and in Part B 21.9. Two cases of this fallacy, items 6 b and

12 c in the first form, were somewhat easier than the others,

especially in Parts B and C. Another fallacy was involved in

these two cases and this may have reduced the difficulty. This

fallacy violates that rule of the syllogism that says,^ "No term

must be distributed in the conclusion which was not distrib-

uted in one of the premises. That is, the conclusion must be

proved by means of the premises and no term which was not

employed in its universal signification in the premises can,

therefore, be used universally in the conclusion." In other

words, if the premises tell us only about a part of a class rep-

resented by the term, we cannot draw conclusions about the

whole of that class. An illustration of this fallacy is item

10 c in the second form. This is somewhat interesting because

it proved to be so very much more difficult in Parts B and C
than in Part A. Only 8.7 per cent of the subjects fail to per-

ceive this fallacy in Part A, but 47 per cent fail to perceive it

in Part B and 48 per cent in Part C. The item is as follows

;

None of Miss Smith's pupils are going to take part in the
play ; some of Miss Smith's pupils are very pretty ; therefore

a.

b.

c. Some people taking part in the play are not very pretty.

4. The fallacy of the Illicit Process of the Minor Term
proves not to be as difficult as the Illicit Major. The average

rank difficulty for this fallacy is 24.9, and, like the Illicit

Major, it is much more difficult in Parts B and C than in

Parts A and D. One case of this fallacy, item 10 a in the first

form, has a rank difficulty of 4 in Part B and of 44 in Part A.

When it appeared in familiar material only 5 per cent of sub-

jects marked it incorrectly, but when it appeared in symbolic

material 45.6 per cent marked it incorrectly. This item is as

follows

:

None of the boys from this school went to the dance Satur-
day night ; all of the boys from this school are good dancers

;

therefore, no good dancers went to the dance Saturday night.

Two cases of this fallacy, items 7 b and 10 b of the second
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form, were very easy, probably because another fallacy was

also involved, a Universal Conclusion drawn from a Particular

Premise. The fallacy of Illicit Minor is the same as Illicit

Major except that in one the minor term, or subject of the

conclusion, is involved and in the other the major term or

predicate of the conclusion is involved. Item 6 c of the first

form is an illustration.

All students of literature make use of reference libraries;

all students of literature have intellectual curiosity ; therefore,

all people who have intellectual curiosity make use of refer-

ence libraries.

Twenty-one per cent of subjects mark this incorrectly in

Part A, 36 per cent in Part B, 36 per cent in Part C and 22

per cent in Part D.

5. The fallacy ranking in difficulty between the fallacies of

Illicit Major and Minor is that of drawing a negative conclu-

sion from two affirmative premises. This violates the rule

of the syllogism which says, "If both premises be affirmative,

the conclusion must be affirmative."

Nearly all the cases of this fallacy occurring in this test in-

volve other fallacies. This fallacy is often more difficult in

Part A than in the other parts, the average rank difficulty in

Part A being 16.3, while in the other parts the average ranges

from 25.7 to 28.

6. The fallacy of illicit conversion ranks next in difficulty,

its average rank difficulty being 26.4. Most of the cases of

this fallacy are combined with obversion. The cases where

only conversion is involved are rather illuminating. Twenty-

six per cent of the subjects marked as valid "All those making
high grades on the intelligence tests are good students," de-

duced from "All good students make high grades on the

intelligence tests." Twenty-five per cent of the subjects

marked as valid "All y's are x's," deduced from "All x's are

y's." Twenty per cent marked as valid "All coelenterates are

anthozoa," deduced from "All anthozoa are coelenterates." The

same difficulty is at the basis of this fallacy and all those men-

tioned so far. The subjects do not realize that certain terms

used in the premises are used only in a partial sense, not in

their universal extent. Unless the word "some" is placed be-

fore the term, they consider that "all" is implied. Of course

when the case is as self-evident as "All horses are animals,"
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they realize that this does not mean "All animals are horses"

;

but when the actual facts of the case are unknown to them,

many subjects take it for granted that the predicate is used in

its universal extent. When the proposition is not only falsely

converted but is also obverted, the perception of the fallacy

is very difficult, whatever the material.

7. It is evident that the subjects for the most part were

ignorant of the fact that no formal conclusion can be drawn

from two negative premises. Many of the cases of this fallacy

were easy and many were difficult. The three cases where a

positive conclusion is drawn from two negative premises are

very much more difficult when expressed in familiar material

than in symbolical unfamiliar material. These cases have

been discussed above.

8. Except in these three cases, the subject found it easy

to perceive that a positive conclusion could not be drawn when
one or more of the premises was negative. The average rank

difficulty of all such items is 40.9.

9. Where a universal conclusion was drawn from a par-

ticular premise, very few subjects fail to see the fallacy. This

was the easiest fallacy for them to perceive. The average rank

difficulty for all items was 51.1.

10. Many subjects seem to believe that the statement "Some
are" means necessarily that "Some are not" and that "Some
are not" means necessarily that "Some are." Therefore, if

the premises are universal, these subjects think it invalid to

draw a particular conclusion. That is, if the premise is "All

are" these subjects think it invalid to conclude that "Some
are" and if the premise states "None are" they think it in-

valid to deduce "Some are not." For instance item 7 c in

Part A was marked valid by 51 per cent of the subjects.

7. None of the men employed by this company will be laid

off this month; all the men living in this house are employed
by this company ; therefore,

a.

b.

c. some of the men living in this house will not be laid off this

month.

In every day life a statement about "some" does often imply

that "some are not" especially when the "some" is accented.
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11. "Some" in conclusions makes for diflEiculty. The aver-

age rank difficulty of all such conclusions is 24.17. The par-

ticular conclusions which are also negative are slightly more
difficult than the affirmative ones, the average rank difficulty

for the negative being 21.7 and the affirmative 27.9. The diffi-

culty of the particular conclusions does not seem to be much
affected by whether "some" appears in the premises or not,

the average rank difficulty of the two groups being 22.87 and

25.8.

12. Negative conclusions where one or both premises are

negative have an average rank difficulty of 30.1. Affirmative

conclusions from negative premises are easier, their average

rank difficulty being 33.7. Negative conclusions from affirma-

tive premises are very difficult, the average rank difficulty

being 16.3.

General Conclusion from This Part of the Study

Many college students are not on their guard against some
of the simplest and commonest fallacies of thought. They do

not have the aid of such simple general principles as that no

conclusion can be drawn from two negative premises. They
do not know that the converse of a true proposition that is

universal and affirmative is not necessarily true. It would
seem that for practical purposes it would be well worth while

to give students some drill in such very simple and common
fallacies so that they would at least be on their guard against

them.

Diagnostic Value of Each Item and Each Kind of Fallacy for

Ability in the Syllogistic Reasoning Test

It seemed worth while to see what part each item and each

fallacy played in distinguishing the subjects who did well

in the test from those subjects that did poorly. For anyone

desiring to test students' ability along the lines of this sort of

reasoning, it would be worth while to know which fallacies

should be stressed and which might be slighted. For instance,

in this test, very few cases of the fallacy of Illicit Process of

the Minor Term were used, and yet these items proved to be

extremely valuable in distinguishing the upper half from the

lower half in ability on the test.

Note. Conclusions 11 and 12 are based on data from Part A alone.
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A very crude and simple method was used for determining

this diagnostic value. A four fold table was made for each

item, having in the upper left hand corner the number of sub-

jects scoring above the median in the test who marked that

particular item correctly. In the upper right hand corner

was placed the number of subjects scoring below the median

on the test who marked that item correctly. In the lower left

hand corner was placed the number of subjects scoring above

the median in the test who marked that item incorrectly, and

in the lower right hand corner was placed the number of those

scoring below the median who marked that item incorrectly.

Thus the larger the numbers in the upper left and lower right

compared to the numbers in the upper right and lower left,

the more valuable the item. Thus the best possible diagnostic

value would be for all the subjects above the median to mark
the item correctly, and all below the median to mark it in-

correctly. No item in this test reached this maximum value.

The item having the highest diagnostic value was 17 c. Its

four-fold table was like this— o \ on ' ^^^ reads,—Of the

subjects scoring above the median, 34 marked this item cor-

rectly and 3 marked it incorrectly. Of the subjects scoring

below the median, 6 marked this item correctly and 29 marked
it incorrectly. As for purposes of comparison, it was desir-

able to have this value expressed in terms of one number, this

was obtained by dividing the sum of the numbers in the upper

left and lower right hand corners by the sum of the numbers

in the upper right and lower left hand corners. These figures

are listed in the table in the column headed "Diag. value for

test." In order that the reader might read these figures more

understandingly, a table of the distribution of these values is

given for each part of the test and the class-intervals are

translated into terms of correlation coefficients obtained from
the four-fold table by using Sheppard's Method of Unlike

Signs.MIO) Thus it is clear that a diagnostic value of 1.00

means no diagnostic value, that less than 1.00 means a nega-

tive diagnostic value; that the subjects good on the test were
less successful in marking that item than the subjects poor

on the test; that diagnostic values begin to have real sig-

^Rugg; Statistical Methods, Page 297.
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nificance when they are 1.50 or above, and that diagnostic

values of 3.00 or above are very good.

This does not pretend to be an accurate measure of the

diagnostic value of the items, as it would not take into ac-

count the value of distinguishing the extremely good on the

test from the moderately good, or the very poor from the

moderately poor.

A glance at the table shows at once that many of the items

have no diagnostic value because they are too easy. If all the

subjects except one or two marked the item correctly, it might

just as well be omitted from the test except for its value as

an encouragement to the subject.

DISTRIBUTION OF DIAGNOSTIC VALUES FOR SYLLOGISM
TEST.
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Conclusions

Of the different fallacies, those of the Undistributed Middle

Term and Conclusion drawn from Two Particular Premises

have much the greatest diagnostic value for the test. Their

average values for the whole test (both forms) are 2.64 and

2.62. Their diagnostic value remains high throughout the

four parts of the test. The next most valuable in this connec-

tion are the fallacies of drawing a negative conclusion from
affirmative premises, which has an average value of 2.36 and

the Illicit Process of the Minor Term, which has an average

value of 2.28. This latter fallacy is not so valuable in familiar

material as in symbolic and unfamiliar. The fallacy of Il-

licit Major Term, though more difficult than these two fal-

lacies, has not so high a diagnostic value.

The fallacy of Illicit Conversion is more valuable when ob-

version is also involved. The fallacy of a conclusion drawn
from two negative premises is also fairly valuable, having an
average value of 2.03.

The fallacy of Universal Conclusion from Particular Prem-
ise was so easy to detect that it had no diagnostic value. The
valid conclusions, also, are of little diagnostic value, the most
valuable items being those that are negative as well as par-

ticular.

To sum up, for tests of this kind the following fallacies

should be stressed, as they have the greatest diagnostic value

for the test; Undistributed Middle Term, Conclusion from
Two Particular Premises, Illicit Minor Term and Negative

Conclusions from Affirmative Premises.

Correlation of Each Item with Intelligence

An effort was made to discover which items and thence

which fallacies were of most importance in correlating with

intelligence. The subjects were divided into two groups ac-

cording to their scores on the Thorndike Intelligence examina-

tion, one group with scores above the median, the other with

scores below the median. The same method was used as was
described above for finding the diagnostic value for the test.

A four-fold table was made for each item, with the upper and

lower left hand corners containing the numbers of those

above the median in the intelligence test marking the item

respectively correctly and incorrectly and with the upper and
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lower right hand corners containing the number of those be-

low the median in the intelligence test marking the item

respectively correctly and incorrectly.

Conclusions

Naturally, since the test scores do not show a close rela-

tionship with intelligence, the items do not. The items of

Parts B and D show decidedly more correlation than the items

of Parts A and C. The items falling under one particular

fallacy do not show as great consistency in correlation with

intelligence as with the test itself. However, it is clear that

the same fallacies that led in diagnostic value for the test also

lead in diagnostic value for intelligence. The fallacies of

Undistributed Middle Term, Conclusion from Two Particular

Premises, Illicit Conversion and Illicit Minor Term head the

list. The fallacy of Negative Conclusion from Affirmative

Premises does not stand quite so high in diagnostic value for

intelligence as for the test. The three cases of drawing an
affirmative conclusion from two negative premises which were
so much more difficult in Parts A and D than in Parts B and

C show good correlation with intelligence in Parts A and D.

In general, the fallacies of Universal Conclusion from Par-

ticular Premises, Affirmative Conclusion from Negative

Premises, and Illicit Major, together with the valid conclu-

sions, show little or no correlation with intelligence.



CHAPTER IV

Summary of Conclusions

1. Ability to do formal syllogistic reasoning is much af-

fected by a change in the material reasoned about. The
easiest material is the familiar and concrete. The most diffi-

cult is the unfamiliar (long words). The symbolic material

is almost as difficult as the unfamiliar. The suggestive ma-
terial is more difficult than the familiar but not so difficult as

the symbolic and the unfamiliar.

2. The standings of individuals in tests of syllogistic reason-

ing are affected to some extent by changing the material rea-

soned about. The correlations between one part of the test

and another are positive and high, but not so high as between

different forms of the same part. The standings of certain

individuals are very little affected by the change in material,

whereas the standings of others are changed very materially.

3. There is a marked correlation, though not a high one,

between success on the syllogism test and success in the Thorn-

dike Intelligence Examination. The correlation between the

Thorndike Intelligence Examination and success with the sym-

bolic material is decidedly higher than with any of the other

kinds of material used.

4. When the separate items are examined, it is seen that the

most difficult fallacies are those of the Undistributed Middle

Term, and Conclusion drawn from Two Particular Premises.

Other difficult fallacies are Illicit Major and Minor Terms and

Negative Conclusion from Affirmative Premises. Sometimes
difficult but not consistently so is the fallacy of drawing a con-

clusion from two negative premises. Valid conclusions are

often easy and universal conclusions from a particular premise

are always easy.

5. Some items vary widely in their relative difficulty as the

material is changed. Most items increase in difficulty as the

material is changed from familiar to symbolic, etc., but a few
items representing very common fallacies are much less diffi-

cult in symbolic material than in familiar. This is probably

due to bad habits of every-day reasoning which are much in

77
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force in the familiar situation, but are not so influential when
the material is symbolic or unfamiliar.

6. The fallacies having the most value in distinguishing the

successful from the unsuccessful in a test of this kind are the

Undistributed Middle Term, Conclusion from Two Particular

Premises, Negative Conclusion from Affirmative Premises and

Illicit Minor. Many of the items were too easy to be of any

diagnostic value for the test.

7. The same fallacies that have special value for determin-

ing success on the syllogism test have value for determining

success on the Thorndike Intelligence Examination. The fal-

lacy of Illicit Conversion has a slightly greater relative value

for the diagnosis of intelligence than for the diagnosis of abil-

ity on the syllogism test.
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